How do lumpfish protect themselves against viruses?
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For many people, a delicious salmon dish satisfies their taste buds. Salmon farming is a big industry, providing food for millions of people every day. However, the journey of this delicious meal from the ocean to your plate depends on lumpfish, a cool-looking fish that protects farmed salmon by eating sea lice. Sea lice are small parasites known to attack salmon and can cause disease if not removed. Since lumpfish are vulnerable to diseases, it is crucial to understand more about this organism’s complex immune system, as this will help keep them healthy so they can then do their important “job” of eating sea lice. In this article, we will explain how we study the way the fascinating lumpfish defends itself against diseases.

What are lumpfish?

Exploring the tremendous diversity of life under the sea is always exciting. Many children dream of what it would be like to be a fish swimming in a deep ocean, immersed in the same water where many extraordinary creatures live. Lumpfish are some of the cutest and
strangest-looking fish. Imagine a fish covered in spots that look similar to bubble wrap and with a sticky belly. That is the cute lumpfish. Upon first glance, they may look like something straight out of a cartoon (Figures 1A, B), but lumpfish are actually underwater heroes that protect salmon from a pest called sea lice. Salmon are important for humans because they are eaten by people from all over the world (Figure 1C). Sea lice are small parasites that attach to the body of salmon, which may die if sea lice are not removed [1–3]. Sea lice are a problem for both wild and farmed salmon.

Salmon cannot remove the sea lice attached to their bodies. So, lumpfish and other cleaner fish act as guardians of farmed salmon, ensuring that salmon remain healthy. However, lumpfish themselves can fall sick due to certain diseases [4]. Scientists are here to save both lumpfish and salmon by understanding their fight against diseases. Scientists have tried to understand how lumpfish defend themselves against disease-causing microbes, and if not, why? Scientists can then use this information to develop vaccines that protect lumpfish against diseases. As a first step toward creating vaccines against viruses that can kill lumpfish, scientists examined how lumpfish typically defend themselves against viruses.

WHAT IS TRANSCRIPTOMICS?

Scientists can use a methodology called transcriptomics to understand how specific immune genes function and how these genes respond when lumpfish encounter viruses. Genes are like the body’s instruction manual. They instruct cells on how to grow and which function to perform [5]. The body usually only activates those genes needed for specific tasks. Otherwise, the body would waste a lot of energy. For example, genes that help to defend against infections are only “turned on” when a dangerous microbe is detected. Transcriptomics allows
scientists to determine which genes are being used by a cell at any given time (Figure 2).
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Imagine the body as a big city with many buildings, each with a specific function. Each building contains people who oversee various tasks, like police, doctors, firefighters, teachers, and bankers. Similarly, the body is made up of multiple cell types, each with its own set of jobs. To fully understand what each worker is doing within a building, we must watch them closely. For instance, when there is a fire hazard in the city, the firefighters, police, and doctors are called upon, and the whole traffic will make way for their immediate actions. With proper communication between these services, the consequences of the fire hazard can be reduced to a minimum. Like firefighters are “activated” when there is a fire hazard, specific immune system cells are activated when there is an infection, the functions of the body’s cells result from interactions between active genes. The scientific methodology to know which genes are active and inactive is called transcriptomics. Transcriptomic analysis tells scientists which set of instructions genes were given to a specific cell or tissue at a specific moment. These instructions are called transcripts. Thus, scientists can use transcriptomics to learn about an organism’s responses to infections and how immune system cells communicate with one another. This knowledge helps scientists develop vaccines to prevent diseases, including vaccines to help lumpfish be prepared to fight infections.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN IMMUNE CELLS ARE EXPOSED TO VIRUSES?

To understand how the immune system of lumpfish works, scientists examined how the cells of the immune system responded to a chemical that tricks the fish into thinking a virus is present in its body (Figure 2). By carefully observing the cells of the lumpfish immune system and using transcriptomics to know which genes were activated, scientists got a complete picture of all the processes and genes activated by the virus-mimicking chemical. As many as 1,872 genes were activated after only 1 day! This result shows that lumpfish are well-prepared to defend themselves against viruses.
Scientists also noticed that several essential genes were very active in the immune systems of lumpfish, namely those genes containing instructions to produce proteins that can sense viruses and genes involved in communication between immune system cells. When the powers of the immune system’s cells combine, they form a formidable barrier against infections, helping lumpfish stay healthy.

**LUMPFISH: THE HEROES OF SALMON FARMS**

Lumpfish are the often-overlooked champions of salmon farming that heroically protect salmon against sea lice, ensuring that this essential food resource remains available for the world’s growing population. So, we must keep lumpfish healthy so they can continue to protect the salmon that humans love to eat. Scientists want to continue helping fish farmers control the spread of diseases in the places where salmon is raised, and one day you can also help us keep the fantastic lumpfish healthy and strong.
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